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Joint longitudinal-survival model

The two outcomes, eGFR decline over time and observed time to initiation of renal replacement therapy
i.e. time to ESRD are two alternative measures of the same underlying process: end stage renal disease
is reached as a consequence of gradual and predominantly linear loss of renal function. Typically these
types of data are analyzed separately using linear mixed effects models (LMMs) for eGFR data and
time-to event analysis for time to ESRD data. 

To assess more comprehensively the impact of TNFR2 and other covariates on renal outcomes, we used
a joint longitudinal-survival model, as described by Henderson, Diggle and Dobson, and adapted for use
in SAS PROC NLMIXED by Guo and Carlin (Supplemental References 1 and 2) with explicit terms
included for testing the association of a marker with imputed baseline eGFR and rate of eGFR loss.  The
model simultaneously estimates the net result of associations of TNFR2 with the rate of eGFR loss and
imputed baseline eGFR, as well as the association with time to ESRD (see Figure). In general terms, this
approach is an example of mixed effects models and has several advantages over alternative approaches.
First,  all  available  data  including  patient-specific,  longitudinal  eGFR  data  and  time  to  ESRD  are
efficiently used to estimate the rate of eGFR loss and relevant effects  of interest.  Second, between-
subjects  variation  can  also  be  succinctly  described  in  terms  of  variation  between  patient  specific
characteristics, such as subject-specific intercepts and slopes.  Third, joint modeling is more efficient
than analyzing them separately by employing the aforementioned LMMs and time-to-event models.
The joint model used in this study is specified as follows:

where  represents jth longitudinal observation in ith individual,  is subject’s, possibly censored time to

event,   and  are vectors of covariates in longitudinal and survival processes, respectively, with

associated vectors of fixed effects   and ,  is a design matrix formed by subset of columns of

,   are  random effects  in  longitudinal  process  with  covariance  matrix  ,   are  proportionality

(scaling) parameters corresponding to elements of ,  is scale parameter in survival sub-model,   is
residual variance in longitudinal sub-model and ,  are residuals, conditionally independent of , in
longitudinal and survival sub-models, respectively.
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Example of the model equations with a single baseline predictor, such as TNFR2, are shown below:

In this model, random effects specification takes into account the correlation of renal decline and time to
ESRD. The joint  model  assumes  that  subject-specific  effects,  such as random intercepts  and slopes
(individual deviations of initial eGFR and rates of eGFR loss from the fixed effects predicted means),
are proportional to two components of the frailty term in survival (individual deviations of log-time to
ESRD from the fixed effects predicted log-time). Therefore a patient with low baseline eGFR or fast
renal decline will exhibit a short time to ESRD. On the other hand a patient with high baseline eGFR or
slow renal decline will exhibit  a long survival time.  In other words, the joint model  postulates that
random effects describing a given subject’s propensity to an outlying eGFR profile propagates to having
an outlying value of frailty in the survival model.  
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